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-> 

8.2% gain on LAMBADA
-> 

423 more correct instances
-> 

~370 million parameters needed 
for each new correct instance!
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World Scopes

SocialEmbodiedPerceptionInternetCorpus

How does reporting bias change?

What new knowledge do models have access to?

What advances in modeling and fusion are necessary?



WS1                                        The Corpus
WS2                     The (linguistic) Internet
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Figure 8.6 A sketch of the lattice for Janet will back the bill, showing the possible tags (qi)
for each word and highlighting the path corresponding to the correct tag sequence through the
hidden states. States (parts of speech) which have a zero probability of generating a particular
word according to the B matrix (such as the probability that a determiner DT will be realized
as Janet) are greyed out.

Viterbi fills each cell recursively. Given that we had already computed the probabil-
ity of being in every state at time t �1, we compute the Viterbi probability by taking
the most probable of the extensions of the paths that lead to the current cell. For a
given state q j at time t, the value vt( j) is computed as

vt( j) =
N

max
i=1

vt�1(i) ai j b j(ot) (8.20)

The three factors that are multiplied in Eq. 8.20 for extending the previous paths to
compute the Viterbi probability at time t are

vt�1(i) the previous Viterbi path probability from the previous time step
ai j the transition probability from previous state qi to current state q j

b j(ot) the state observation likelihood of the observation symbol ot given
the current state j

8.4.6 Working through an example
Let’s tag the sentence Janet will back the bill; the goal is the correct series of tags
(see also Fig. 8.6):
(8.21) Janet/NNP will/MD back/VB the/DT bill/NN

Let the HMM be defined by the two tables in Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8. Figure 8.7
lists the ai j probabilities for transitioning between the hidden states (part-of-speech
tags). Figure 8.8 expresses the bi(ot) probabilities, the observation likelihoods of
words given tags. This table is (slightly simplified) from counts in the WSJ corpus.
So the word Janet only appears as an NNP, back has 4 possible parts of speech, and
the word the can appear as a determiner or as an NNP (in titles like “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow” all words are tagged as NNP).

Figure 8.9 shows a fleshed-out version of the sketch we saw in Fig. 8.6, the
Viterbi lattice for computing the best hidden state sequence for the observation se-
quence Janet will back the bill.

Jurafsky & Martin
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Figure 2: BERT input representation. The input embeddings are the sum of the token embeddings, the segmenta-
tion embeddings and the position embeddings.

The NSP task is closely related to representation-
learning objectives used in Jernite et al. (2017) and
Logeswaran and Lee (2018). However, in prior
work, only sentence embeddings are transferred to
down-stream tasks, where BERT transfers all pa-
rameters to initialize end-task model parameters.

Pre-training data The pre-training procedure
largely follows the existing literature on language
model pre-training. For the pre-training corpus we
use the BooksCorpus (800M words) (Zhu et al.,
2015) and English Wikipedia (2,500M words).
For Wikipedia we extract only the text passages
and ignore lists, tables, and headers. It is criti-
cal to use a document-level corpus rather than a
shuffled sentence-level corpus such as the Billion
Word Benchmark (Chelba et al., 2013) in order to
extract long contiguous sequences.

3.2 Fine-tuning BERT

Fine-tuning is straightforward since the self-
attention mechanism in the Transformer al-
lows BERT to model many downstream tasks—
whether they involve single text or text pairs—by
swapping out the appropriate inputs and outputs.
For applications involving text pairs, a common
pattern is to independently encode text pairs be-
fore applying bidirectional cross attention, such
as Parikh et al. (2016); Seo et al. (2017). BERT
instead uses the self-attention mechanism to unify
these two stages, as encoding a concatenated text
pair with self-attention effectively includes bidi-

rectional cross attention between two sentences.
For each task, we simply plug in the task-

specific inputs and outputs into BERT and fine-
tune all the parameters end-to-end. At the in-
put, sentence A and sentence B from pre-training
are analogous to (1) sentence pairs in paraphras-
ing, (2) hypothesis-premise pairs in entailment, (3)
question-passage pairs in question answering, and

(4) a degenerate text-? pair in text classification
or sequence tagging. At the output, the token rep-
resentations are fed into an output layer for token-
level tasks, such as sequence tagging or question
answering, and the [CLS] representation is fed
into an output layer for classification, such as en-
tailment or sentiment analysis.

Compared to pre-training, fine-tuning is rela-
tively inexpensive. All of the results in the pa-
per can be replicated in at most 1 hour on a sin-
gle Cloud TPU, or a few hours on a GPU, starting
from the exact same pre-trained model.7 We de-
scribe the task-specific details in the correspond-
ing subsections of Section 4. More details can be
found in Appendix A.5.

4 Experiments

In this section, we present BERT fine-tuning re-
sults on 11 NLP tasks.

4.1 GLUE

The General Language Understanding Evaluation
(GLUE) benchmark (Wang et al., 2018a) is a col-
lection of diverse natural language understanding
tasks. Detailed descriptions of GLUE datasets are
included in Appendix B.1.

To fine-tune on GLUE, we represent the input
sequence (for single sentence or sentence pairs)
as described in Section 3, and use the final hid-
den vector C 2 RH corresponding to the first
input token ([CLS]) as the aggregate representa-
tion. The only new parameters introduced during
fine-tuning are classification layer weights W 2
RK⇥H , where K is the number of labels. We com-
pute a standard classification loss with C and W ,
i.e., log(softmax(CW

T )).
7For example, the BERT SQuAD model can be trained in

around 30 minutes on a single Cloud TPU to achieve a Dev
F1 score of 91.0%.

8See (10) in https://gluebenchmark.com/faq.

Devlin et al. 2018

Local context and 

Parameters that saturate on a small corpus 

Multi-sentence context and 

Parameters that saturate eventually?
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WS3 — How much “knowledge” is in an image?

Is it every pairwise relationship?
Water bottles go on desks,  
Slippers go on floors,

Poofs are smaller than desks

Poofs are larger than slippers

…

Is it every unary relationship?
Water bottles are clear 
Water bottles are metallic

Mugs have words

Water bottles have words

…

Is it that the privacy cover on the webcam is 
still up so I probably just got off a call 
indicating it’s during the work day and since 
the water bottle is full and there’s a small 
plate on the desk, can we infer that Yonatan 
is taking work meetings during lunch? Yes
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HgjpMtRpNrM

Is it every possible state or transition?
Car can have 3 pink block on top. 
Car can have one green on top.

Car can slide forward or backward.

Top pink block can be removed.

…

Is it every object affordance?
Blocks can stack. 
Well, some blocks can stack.

Wheels can roll.

Wheels experience friction.

…

It starts to seem silly to even imagining using 
language to enumerate the possibilities of an 
environment, even a tabletop with blocks. The 
affordances, states, and transitions we learn for 
planning are strikingly mundane to express 
verbally, even on something like WikiHow.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HgjpMtRpNrM
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[Bakhtin et al., NeurIPS’19]
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Physical  

Reasoning
Affordances  
and Plans

?

Turn left and head to the stove counter. Pick 
up the knife on the counter beside the toaster. 
Turn right then face to the island...

[Shridhar et al., CVPR’20]
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WS4 - The Language of the Physical World
Object 

Representations
Physical  

Reasoning
Affordances  
and Plans

?

A distant concern 
A real moonshot 
Thick tension 
Heavy emotions

Should I hammer a nail with  
1) a screwdriver or 
2) a rock?
[Bisk et al., AAAI’20]
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What delimits a World Scope?
You can’t learn language ...

... from the radio (Internet).   WS2 ⊂ WS3
A task learner cannot be said to be in WS3 if it can 
succeed without perception (e.g., visual, auditory).

A task learner cannot be said to be in WS4 if the space of its 
world actions and consequences can be enumerated.

A task learner cannot be said to be in WS5 unless achieving 
its goals requires cooperating with a human in the loop.

... by yourself. WS4 ⊂ WS5

... from a television. WS3 ⊂ WS4

SocialEmbodiedPerceptionInternetCorpus
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Rethink every task
Include phenomena from WS3-5 in your model’s universe …

Can tests in a simulator capture distinctions that MC struggles with?   Yes.

Can physical exploration improve knowledge of entailment?   Yes.

Should model evaluation use humans-in-the-loop?   Yes.
Can MT systems use interaction for more targeted learning? Yes.

Will grounding make generation more controllable?   Yes.

Can perception resolve syntactic/anaphoric/discursive ambiguity?   Yes.

…and consider where signal for your task comes from!
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